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Stir contents of can thoroughly, and if thin-

ning other than is specified in the following

directions is necessary, use pure turpentine only.

Apply Phelan's Interior Gloss to a clean, dry

surface, free from dust, dirt and grease. Checked

or marred painted surfaces should be sanded

smooth.

FIRST COAT— Mix Phelan's Interior Gloss

with an equal quantity of Phelan's Texize. Thin
further with turpentine as conditions may re-

quire. Allow at least 24 hours for drying. If

flat spots appear, coat over before applying sec-

ond coat.

SECOND COAT— Apply Phelan's Interior

Gloss as it comes in the can, or thin slightly with

turpentine if necessary.

FIRST COAT— Thin Phelan's Interior Gloss

in proportion of one-half pint turpentine to the

gallon. Allow at least 24 hours for drying.

SECOND COAT— Apply Phelan's Interior

Gloss as it comes in the can, or thin slightly with

turpentine if necessary.

Wash off old kalsomine thoroughly, then fol-

low directions as for new plastered walls.

Follow directions as recommended for new
plastered walls.

FIRST COAT— Apply Phelan's Interior Gloss
thinned in proportion of one pint turpentine to

the gallon. Allow at least 24 hours for drying.

SECOND COAT— Apply Phelan's Interior

Gloss as it comes in the can, or thin slightly with
turpentine if necessary.

Follow instructions as recommended for new
plastered walls.

THE HANNA CORPORATION
401 S. Peoria St. Tulsa, Okla.

An Artistic and Economical Finish

for

Walls and Woodwork

An Ideal Finish for

Kitchens, Bathrooms Office Buildings, Public Insti-

tutions, Sanitariums, Hospitals, Schools, Apart-
ments, Hotels, Stores and Home Laundries

Easy to Apply - Washable

Phclan-Faust Paint Mig. Co.
St. Louis, XI. S. A.
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INTERIOR GLOSS
A Beautiful, Washable Finish for Walls and Woodwork

INTERIOR Gloss is an artistic, all purpose interior

finish, made in white and eight modern tints. It is

an enamel-like product, highly decorative, long
wearing and remarkably economical.

Interior Gloss is easy to apply. It is a product of

exceptional covering power, ideal for the householder
and practical painter. It is intended for use in finish-

ing interior walls and ceilings of homes, apartments,
office buildings, schools, churches, hospitals, hotels and
public buildings. Interior Gloss is equally well adapted
to use on interior woodwork and furniture, especially

in the kitchen, bathroom, nursery or laundry. It lends

a distinct sense of cheerfulness and cleanliness wherever
used.

In Interior Gloss there is embodied easy working,
remarkable spreading, excellent hiding power and per-

manency of color— a combination of unparalleled fea-

tures. A surface coated with Interior Gloss is resistant

to rough usage. Frequent washings in no way affect

the wearing service of this superior product.

Interior Gloss can be used on new unpainted walls

or woodwork, as well as on previously painted surfaces

with the same pleasing result. Two coats are required

in most cases.

Interior Gloss is prepared from non-poisonous zinc

pigments, and the vehicle used in its manufacture is

especially treated oils, refined by our own process. Pos-

sessed of extreme durability, this paint is worthy of use
where the finest brilliant, gloss finish is required.

Interior Gloss must be applied to a clean surface.

Follow directions carefully—remove all dirt, grease and
dust. On unfinished plastered walls we recommend the

use of Phelan's Texize as a size coat.

Interior Gloss is the ideal Interior Finish.

It will give you pleasing service— long service— and
economical service.

The spreading capacity of Interior Gloss differs with
the surface. Being an oil paint, it will cover consider-

ably more surface per gallon than similar products of

this character— a fair average being from 450 to 550
square feet to the gallon.

No. 446—Light Green No. 441—Light Buff

No. 440—Ivory No. 443—Dove Gray

Gallon, Half-gallon, Quart and Pint cans. Also in Five-

gallon containers. Half-barrels and Barrels on special

order. No. 444— Soft Gray No. 447—Chinese Green

-WHITE



INTERIOR GLOSS
A Beautiful, Washable Finish for Walls and Woodwork
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